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Raiders shoot into NCAA
By J.F. CARROLL
Guardian Sporta Edlto
The results arc in and the
Wright State University Raiders
are ranked fourth in the NCAA
Division II Ratings.
The results, which came out
yesterday, list Wright State behind Armstrong State. WisconsinGreen Bay and Roanoke.
Bob Sehaefer puts In a .hot a . Eddie Crowe and Bob Cook look on.
Guardian Photo by J.F. Carroll

EASTERN ILLINOIS, who gave
the Raiders their first defeat, was
listed ninth, and the University of
Akron, who defeated the Raiders
last Thursday, did not place in the
top fifteen.

Last year Wright State defeated two of this year's top three
NCAA ranked trams when they
beat Roanoke 80-60 and Armstrong State 85-74.
Wright State does not play any
of the top 15 teams this year
except Eastern Illinois, who will
meet the Raiders for the second
time at the University of Dayton
Arena. February 5 at 7:30 p.m.
The Raiders hope to defeat the
Panthers
this
time
they
will
—
"
•« M
u i v aas
s n
icy w
in
have the home court advantage
(the first game was played at
Charleston). The Raiders may
ais,, be better prepared for the

lean after having faced them
already this season.
The NCAA Division 11 Ratings ar?
as follows:
1. Armstrong State
2. Wisconsin-Green Hay
3. Roanoke
4. WRIGHT STATE
5. Cal State Northridge
6. Philadelphia Textile
7. Central Florida
8. Bridgeport
9. Eastern Illinois
10. Souihwest Missouri
11. Hartwick
12. UC-Riverside
13. Puget Sound
14. Virginia Union
15. North Dakota
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Students shovel way through parking area
By KEVIN THORNTON
Guardian Special Writer
Let it snow, let it snow, let it
snow. A romantic thought, no
doubt, in these wintry days. Yet
amidst all that romanticism, one
must wonder who is going to
clean all that wonderful white
stuff off the roads?
Well, it so happens that at
Wright State University, this
question has been frustrating
students anil faculty alike for
many a snowy winter. Last Monday was no exception, as a hefty
eleven inches of snow blanketed
the campus and surrounding

roads, causing problems for those
attempting to reach their Monday
morning classes.
SNOW REMOVAL is the responsibility of the Campus Planning and Operations services.
Executive Director Robert Francis
noted. "We received eleven
inches of SRJW Sunday, that's one
fifth of last year's total, and we
have over fifty acre!) to plow;
that's a lot of snow. We had men
out from seven o'clock Sunday
morning, working around the
clock; there is just so much you
can remove in 24 hours."
Monday morning the Millett

and Allyn Hall parking lots were
cleared and by ten o'clock were
filled. At that time, students
entering from Kaufman Road
were diverted to K lot, which was
the last to be plowed. In order to
accommodate the extra students,
more buses were scheduled to run
from K lot to the main campus.
Apparently, WSU snow removal equipment presently is
inadequate to handle large snowfalls. Said Francis. "Our two
large trucks are getting old;
however, we do have a new one
on order. On Sunday, every one
of our trucks broke down and war

repaired at one time or another.
We just don't have the e^uipment."
IT WAS NOT only the campus
parking lot that inhibited drivers;
surrounding roads posed a problem as well. Traffic tie-ups occurred on Colonel Glenn Highway. North Fairfield and Kaufman Roads, and Interstate 675.
These roads slowed traffic well
before it entered WSU.
Despite the numerous i smplaints to his office. Francis felt
that his crew had nonetheless
done its • jb well. "1 think we did

a helluva job undet the circumstances. I get frustrated
when I think of all the complaints;
the crew really worked hard."
ON A FINAL optimistic note,
Francis offered an insight into
snow removal problems: "We
should feel good that technology
does not provide answers to all
humrn problems. We should
rejoice that human beings still
have to overcome natural problems; in effect, it's a romantic
thing to go through." Let it snow
indeed!

'Clear case of circumvention'proves beneficial
By MIKE HOSIER
Guardian New« Editor
It appears that the Ohio Board
of Regents has little reason to be
displeased with Wright State
University in regards to the
University's Psychology Doctorate program.
President Robert Kegerrcis
said during Monday's meeting of
the Academic Council that the
board had criticized him for going
over their heads in seeking approval for the program and had
called it a "dear case of circumvention."
IT TURNS OUT. however, that
Wright State became interested
in the program late in the game
and that the impetus behind the
program was the Ohio Association of Psychology.
According to Kegerreis. the
Ohio Association of Psychology
made a presentation to the Ohio
Legislature in response to the
wishes of the educational branch

of the American Association of though, by the "'charge that
Psychology. When the Legisla- Wright State had originated the
ture agreed upon the need of such concept" deliberately to circuma program a site was sought to vent the Board of Regents.
house it.
According to Associate Dean of
State
Representative
C.J.
Psychology James Webb, a past
McLin, who along with state president of the Ohio Association
Senator Harry Meshel was one of of Psychology, the Association
the major co-sponsors of the had set up a committee to look
program, scid. "No other univer- into the prospect of such a
sity was interested" in it. WSU program as early as 1973 or 1974.
was chosen for the future site Wright State didn't enter the
after expressing interest in such a picture until 1976.
program.
THE ISSUE of whether or not
WRIGHT STATE did not cir- such a program was even necescumvent the Board of Regents. sary in the first place was raised
Kegerreis feels, however, that by Sherwin J. Klein, professor of
the Board was "very proper" in psychology, who termed it a "very
soundinj, an alarm that it would controversial issue."
not be willing to look the other
McLin said. "I think clinical
way when a program such as this
psychology is important" in that
did not receive their stamp of
it "is designed to go out into
approval." Such an action apareas" that traditional psycholopears to be "downgrading the
gy does not n<nv "bother with."
mission of the Board of Regents."
McLin brought up the fact that
he added.
the program is only one of eleven
Kegerreis
was
offended. such programs in the United

-iates and that "there is no
problem in placing people in this
line."
"My feeling." said Webb, "is
tnat that (Klein's opinion as he
understood it) would be a minority among psychologists. That's
something that has been talked
about, debated, for years. How
much training does it take a
person to X or Y well. The

American Psychological Association "feels that a doctoral level is
required for independent practices.
"WHATEVER
PRIDE
or
blame." Webb went on to say.
"(in the program) should go to
the Ohio Psychology Association." He added that the Association is made up of over half the
licensed psychologists iii Ohio.

Wednesday
Weather
Not much relief in sight since the high will just barely get up to
the 20's with partly cloudy skies. As the night begins, so will the
snow along with temperatures in the low teen>. Snow tomorrow,
with highs in the 20's with not much hope for any change along that
line. The snow, however, will be endir.g on Frida'
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Supreme Court rejects Penn. abortion IPW
WASHINGTON UP1 -The supreme Court today struck down
6-3 Pennsylvania's requirement
that doctors performing abortions
must determine if the fetus might
survive and, if so, try to bring
about a live birth.
This affirmed a lower-court
decision that the law's requirements for determining whether a
fetus is capable of living outside
the mother are unconstitutionally
vague.
JUSTICE HAIIY Blackmun,
writing for the majority, said the
law wrongly subjects doctors to
criminal penalties for violations
without regard to fault, setting "a
trap for those who act in good
faith."

It "conditions potential crimi- Pennsylvania's 1974 abortion law
nal liability on confusing and involving "viability" - the stage
ambiguous criteria," he said, and at which a fetus can live outside
may have a "chilling effect on the the mother, usually placed at 24
exercise of constitutional rights."
to 28 weeks.
UNDER A 1973 Supreme Court
And, Blackmun said, it leaves
physians uncertain whether their decision, a state may regulate
abortions
after viability.
paramount duty in such a case is
to the fetus, or whether they
The Pennsylvania law required
should make a "tradeoff" be- a doctor performing an abortion
tween the woman's health and to m_ke a determination "based
increased chances of fetal survi- on his experience, judgement or
professional competence. " on
val.
Dissenters charged the ruling whether the fetus is viable,
"withdraws from the states a viable" is ambiguous, and said it
substantial measure of the power sufficient reason to believe the
to protect fetal life" that was fetus may be viable." the doctor
reserved for them in the high was required to use the method
"providing the best opportunity
court's past abortion decisions.
This case involved a section of for the fetus to be aborted alive"

unless it would endanger the
mother's life or health.
Blackmun noted the statute's
use of the language"may be
viable" is ambiguous, an d said it
is uncertain whether its intention
was to carve out a protected
period prior to viability.
HE ALSO SAID viability is
something that can be determined only with difficulty, and "it
is not unlikely that experts will
disagree" over whether a particular fetus In the second threemonth period of pregnancy is
viable.
"The prospect of such disagreement. in conjunction with a
statute imposing strict civil and
criminal liability for an erroneous

determination of viability, could
have a profound chilling effect on
the willingness of physicians to
perform abortions near the point
of viability," Blackmun wro'e.
Jusice Byron White, in a dissent joined by Chief Justice
Warren Burger and Justice William Rehnquist, said the court's
decision issued "a warning to the
states in the name of vagueness,
that they should not attempt to
forbid or regulate abortions when
thrre i* a chance for the survival
of the fetus, but it is not
sufficiently large that the abortionist considers the fetus to be
viable."

New report on
Parents decide how to treat son
smoking released
CHARLOTTE. N.C. UPI - A document." Califano told The
new surgeon general's report on Observer. "There has never been
smoking to be released Thursday a report this comprehensive."
will make an even stronger case
He said the new report will
against smoking than did the 1964 address topics not included in the
report, according i.o Health. Edu- first report, such as women who
cation and welfare Secretary Jo- smoke and the effects of smoking
seph Califano.
jn certain work settings. It also
reviews scientific research over
Califano told The Charlotte the past 15 years.
Observer's Washington bureau
Monday that he would not disclose the findings until Thursday
BILLY YEARGIN, managing
but said the 1,200-page document director and exectutive secretarywill have "global" impact.
treasurer of the Tobacco Growers'
Information Committee Inc., said
Monday the report will contain no
THE 1964 report concluded new information of significance,
cigarette smoking was hazardous
"This report will say basically
to health and led to warnings on
cigarette packages and a ban on the same thing as the 1964
cigarette advertising on televi- surgeon general's report, only
s on
' Mr. Califano will say it in a
" I think the ... evidence and different manner," Yeargin said,
tests and research results in this
Yeargin plans to be in Washingreport will turn into a global ton for release of the report.

PLYMOUTH, MASS. UPI - The
parents of 3-year-old, leukemia
victim Chad Green want to take
their son to Tijuana. Mexico
where he can be treated with the
controversial cancer drug Laetrile.
Jerry and Diana Green of
Scituate. Mass., Monday asked
Plymouth Superior Court Judge
Guy Volterra to reverse a previous order making the boy a
partial ward of the state which
was imposed last year when the
parents opposed chemotherapy
for their son.
For more than one year, blond,
blue-eyed Chad has been the
center of a controversy over
whether parents have the right to
pick mcdical treatments for their
children even if those treatments
are unorthodox.
THE GREENS have opposed
chemotherapy claiming they
could better care for their son

with a special metabolic diet.
The parents Monday said they
now are willing to keep the boy on
chemotherapy, but that they want
the "care and protection order"
lifted by the state so they can take
the child to Mexico
As a ward of the state Chad is
allowed to live at home with his
parents but they must let a social
worker see him on a regular basis
to make sure he is receiving the
chemotherapy.
MRS. GREEN said she and her
husband will present at least four
witnesses who will testify over the
next two weeks on the use of
Laetrile as a "good cancer treatment." The first of those witnesses - Harvard educated Dr.
Ernesto Contreros - who runs a
Laetrile clinic in Tijuana, testified
Monday in the closed door session.
Contreros later said he would
keep the boy on chemotherapy

but that he would also add
Laetrile in order to improve the
boy's quality of life.
"It's a Laetrile case ... which it
didn't start out to be." the
Green's attorney, George Donovan, said outside the courtroom.
MASSACHUSETTS Assistant
Attorney
Genc.al
Jonathan
Brandt, who is representing the
state, called the Greens' witnesses part of a " political " and
medical movement" interested in
the wider use of Laetrile.
"That's a bunch of garbage."
Jerry Green said when asked
about two recent deaths of cancer
patients who reportedly took Laetr./e overdoses.
OTHER DANGERS associated
with the Greens' treatment. Truman said, include "deafness,
blindness, serious physical ailments and conceivably death."

Boating show kick off season at New York Coliseum
MEW YORK UPI - The 1979
boating season begins unofficially
Saturday, Jin 13 when the doors
open at the New York Coliseum
for the 69th National Boat Show.
Frank Scalpone. managing director of the annul! event, predicts that more than 400.000
peof'e will visit tlie four floors of

the show, is the number one
family participation sport in the
country. Last year more than 56
million Americans participated in
recreational boating and they
spent no less than S6.6 billion on
new and used boats, motors and
equipment.
That's a healthy hunk of the
boats, engines, gadgets an 4 economy, and J979 is expected to
be
better.
equipment before the show closes
at 8 p.m. Jan. 21.
This year's show has someDuring the nine day interim, thing to fit just about every
sales of boats and their mul- budget. Right off the floor you
tidudinous
stories will total can sign on the dotted line for as
in the millions of dollars.
little as $100 or as much as
BOATING, ACCORDING to the $200,000 for an AMF Hatteras 44,
National Association of Engine A the latter with a few optional
Boat Manufacturers, sponsors of extras. She's the queen of the

powerboats on display and boasts
just about everything any wellheeled yachtsman could wish for.
THE TOP DOLLAR boat in the
sailboat fleet - and it is a fleet - is
the Island Trader 45. a fiberglass
ketck built in Taiwan that reeks of
teak - the Rolls Royce of boating
woods. She is the queen of the
sailboats at the show and carries a
price tag of $82,500, but you can
get it up to $100,000 without too
much effort.
That's half the price of the
powerboat queen, but still a
queen, albeit in dacron skirts.
If $100,000 is too much for the
sailboat of your dreams. Boston
Whaler, with a virtual unchal-

lenged reputation for safe, small
boats, has three open daysailcrs
on display. One is a 15 foot and
the other two are each 17 feet.
The prices range from $3,200 to
$4,200.

THE THIRD FLOOR, perhaps
the most interesting to those who
already own boats, features marine accessories, publications,
electronic gear, more inboard and
outboard engines, and miscellaneous gear.

In all there are more than 450
boats on display with the first
floor devoted to outboard and
inboard boats, outboard motors,
boat trailers, and miscellaneous
small craft.

The fourth floor has more small
sailboats and powerboats, canoes. inflatables and more accessories, plus a boating information
center for those interested in
getting started in boating.

The second floor is -here you
will find the two queens of the
fleet, large sailboats and powerboats, and inboard engines.

Spread over the four floors the
visitor can climb aboard a 43 foot
built by Viking Yachts $175,000 or
a sleep sport fisherman, the
Bertram 33, $60,000.
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WSU handles cold despite mounting bills
By CAROL A. HOWELL
Guardian Aaaocletc Writer
It costs an average of $100,000
a month to pay the utility bills of
Wright State, according to Steve
Pharmer, Energy Management
Officer.
The summer electric bill at
WSU ran $69,000 to $77,000 a
month, July through September,
Pharmer said. The university's 20
boilers only used $2,000 worth of
oil during those months.
THE WINTER brings a slight
decrease in the electric bill, since
conditioners aren't used. Phar-

mer stated.
However, cold weather requires a great deal more oil as the
temperature drops, explained
Tom Fyffe, assistant to the director in charge of heating, air
conditioning, and water treatment.
The boilers use up about 25
percent of their capacity per day.
Fyffe calculated. That is about
138 gallons of oil. The boilers only
use oil continuously when the
temperature drops below 17 degrees F.
"IF THE temperature remains

Thealm students

'Look back in anger'
By STEVE RABEY
Guardian Staff Writer
A group of seven Wright State
student actors, accompanied by
faculty and staff members, leaves
for Bowling Green University
today to perform in the regional
competition of the American College Theatre Festival XI.
The WSU group will be performing their production of John
Osborne's Look Back In Anger,
which was presented here in the
fall.
DR. ROBERT BRITTON. producer of the play, stated. "We're
very delighted that we have been
chosen as one of the six school
selected from this region."
"It will be a very tough
competition," Britton added,
"but the critics have said some
very nice things about our production. and it would be a very

nice thing for the school to win."
The competition is presented
by the John F. Kennedy Center
for the Performing Arls and is
produced by the American Theatre Association.
AS WELL AS competing lo go
to the national contest in Washington D.C.. WSU students Bruce
Cromer and Robert Miller II have
been chosen to audition for acting
scholarships.
Also, the group will attend
workshops and entertainment sessions.
Results of the competition will
appear in next week's Guardian.

as it is. the oil bill will be tripled
from that of December." Fyffe
noted.
The temperature just might
drop, in the opinion of Dr. Jerome
Clemens, assistant professor of
Geography and assistant dean of
Liberal Arts. "There is more than
a good chance to have an average
winter. Not too cold, not too
warm, about what we've come to
expect, with the exception of the
last couple of winters."
WSU SHOULD BE able to

handle the cold weather better
than any other school in the state.
Bob Francis, executive director
of Campus Planning and Operations. stated that WSU is the most
energy-efficient university in the
state.
"According to comparative cost
data from the Association of
Physical Plant Administrators.
WSU spent 52 cents per square
foot of heated area last year. Ohio
University spent 59 cents for
second place, Ohio State University was third most efficient,
spending 60 cents per square

foot."
FRANCIS WENT ON to say.
"WSU has a lot of underground
square footage, which takes advantage of earth insulation. Rather low glass to surface ration also
prevents heat loss. Our heating
equipment is relatively new and
efficient and we have a computerized energy management system."
Fyffe pointed out. "To save on
fuel, the building temperatures
are put down at night and on
weekends, then brought back up
at 7 a.m."

UCB baby booms 50%
BY DAN DEPASQUALE
Guardian Special Writer
Rob Kcrg, University Center
Board (UCB) president and director of the travel center, is quite
pleased over the growing interest
of students about the program.
"THREE YEARS ago a trip had
only ten people on it, and another
was cancelled due to lack of
student participation. Since we
opened the center, 1 estimate an
increase in participation of
around 500 percent." Kerg
stated.
With the steady growth in
popularity. Kcrg is working hard
to keep up with the demand.
Kerg said ihat people are continually stopping by the office to pick

TYPEWRITER RENTAL
BY HOUR OR DAY

have
backpacking
up pamphlets and tour guides, also
and said he has been hard- excursions, and our annual trip to
pressed to keep the shelves filled. the Kentucky Derby in May."
The Kentucky Derby trip last
Plans are also in the works for
more new trips, such as to Las year reminded him of some
Vegas. Kerg explained it usually problems that cropped in the
takes a year for a new trip idea to program.
"We had some competition
be processed. With increased
publicity, however, Kerg believes from a dorm student who had
several relatives living in Kenbusiness will soon be booming
HE DESCRIBED SOME of the tucky, and he was able to find
housing for nearly 20 people that
upcoming events: "Daytona
Bcach is the next trip, and we I hoped would come with us.
already have 45 people signed up.
Since the travel center is part of
One of our more popular excur- UCB's functions, it is a non-profit
sions is white water rafting, service
which we have planned for the "We are a budgeted program. so
third week in May. Last year it all arrangements are made strictwas a sellout, and we expect the ly through the travel agencies,"
same response this year. We will said Kerg.

IH
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Wright State University

Daytona Beach Trip

LET THE DAILY GUARDIAN
WORK FOR YOU!

Spring Break

Classified Advertising—
We offer campus discount rates to University organizations. Instead
of $2.20 per column inch, you can advertise with us for only $1.87
per column inch and Please use inter-department purchasing forms.
We'll design your ad free of charge for you.

Display Advertising—
Aypearir.g on Tuesday and Thursdays only, News Shorts are free to
anyone who wishes to announce sn event which applies to Wright
State University. As distinguished from advertising, a news short
must be in the community interest and can not advocate or
encourage the e-tnt.

A Super beach Vaction "
Round Trip / Air, Motel 282.75
Round Trip / Bus, Motel 198.75
Your Car & Motel
123.75

News Shorts—
Appearing on Wednesday and Fridays only. The Daily Guardian
1 classifieds are free to students. Faculty and staff can place
classifieds for 10 cents/word/issue. Please submit classified ads in
person to our office.

Includes: Welcome Party, Beer Parties, Volleyball
& Frisbee Tourneys, Disco Dancing and more !!!

News Ideas—
If you have any item which you feel needs press coverage please call
and inform us. Community participation in news story ideas will aid
The Daily Guardian in providing you with up-to-date, pertinent
news information

The Daily Guardian 046 U.C. 873-2505

Hurry

Last day for deposit and sign up

? ! is Jan. 12 . Sign up for a glorious
tan at the Hollow Tree Box Office.
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Bursar hours
The office of the Bursar is not a bank and it would be silly to say
otherwise. Hut there are some situations when that Office ought to
be more lenient than it is at the present time.
According to the Bursar, the primary purpose of that office is to
receive fee payments from the many students who attend this
university. Any other services, such as emergency check cashing
and cashing checks sent from home to dorm students are not
required of the Bursar and are only done, it seems, out of the
kindness of the heart of that office.
During those periods when students flock to sign up for mass
registration, those students who wish to cash a check are forced a•
times to wait for periods as long as half an hour.
The Bursar should not be faulted for the length of time it takes to
weave through lines in the long-desired goal of reaching one of the
windows-it seems to do the best it can to take care of the volumes of
students. The problem then is not that the Office of the Bursar is
throughly incompetent it is just that its priorities need to he
re shuffled a bit.
Emphasis should be changed in such a way that the Bursar is
not only concerned with sucking up the payments of the students,
hut swerving tnose wno are stucn on campus, such as the
handicapped, and in need of quick funds.
Thankfully, the Bursar does offer a number of necessary services
at the present time that those handicapped and living in the dorm
would not he able to get along without. Something should he done
to speed up the process, however, and one method is using a
designated window during those periods when the lines are glutted
with those who wish to cash checks another may he to have limited
publicized hours for the dorm students. Regardless of methods,
this situation should be remedied.

Drop date time
AI Monday 's Academic council meeting Sherwin J. Klein,
professor of psychology, proposed that the final date for dropping
classes be moved to the third week of the quarter.
As astonishing as this idea may seem to many students, the
reason for this proposal was even more astonishing for the
convenience of Wright State's professors.
Despite being poorly organized to fight any of the numerous
inequities forced upon them by what is normally an uncaring batch
of bureaucrats, surely the students will not let this one go
unanswered.
Mr. Kleir.. the real reason for the existence of a university is the
education of the student body, not the convenience of its
professors.
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Eyes of the world
By DAVID MIX
Guardian Wire Editor

because Walter Cronkite got the lead in the
movie sequel to Grease? And isn't Reasoner
I am sure you have seen ihem in magazines
also protesting Ralph Nader's appearance in the
and newspapers. They are known as "celebrity
Gumball Rally, Part 111 And what does Howard
corners" or "personality parades." A reader
Baker think of al! this?
who wants to keep up to date on a certain
A. WOULD YOU run through that again
celebrity, such as a movie star or a politician,
please?
can find information by writing to this magazine
0- 1 understand Chuck Barris was injured
or newspaper. Parade and Leisure magazines in
recently during tlie taping of one of his game
the Sunday Dayton Daily News have such
show segments. How was he injured?
columns.
A. He was hit by a gong.
Though a few questions asked are sensible,
many of them are totally ridiculous. Docs it
Q. I HEAR Sid Vicious is making a record of
really matter how many times Alan Jay Lemer
old songs. Could you tell me more about it?
has been married? Or why Truman Capote says
A. Sid Vicious and Alice Cooper are putting
nasty things about Jacqueline Onassis? Some of
together a collection of hits made popular by
these questions are hard to describe, so 1 Mitch Miller, Harry Bclafonte, and Julie
thought 1 would give a small sample of the type Andrews. The record is e;pected to be released
of questions asked and the answers that would
when Comet Kohoutei goes around the sun
most likely be given. I have titled my examples
again. Hits include Ye low Rose of Texas and
"David Mix's 'personality Charade.' "
Super-cali-fragil-istic-ex, i-ati• docious.
Q. I KNOW Richard Nixon was the first
O. Why did Col. Harian Sanders leave the
president in the history of the United States to
hamburger business?
resign from office, but what does he feed his
A. HIS BUSINESS associates claim Sanders
cat?
was too chicken to stay in the hambureer
A. The former president, who now resides
business. When the question was asked of Col.
with his wife and several secret service agents in
; Sanders, he jujt cackles.
San Clemente, does not have any cats.
0Is iti true Henry Kissinger, former
However, he does have a pet boa constrict"'
Secretary of State, docs not like to be
named Herbie. Herbie is fed Purina Boa
photographed with his glasses on?
Constrictor Chow.
A. Since Kissinger needs them to see, he
0- 1 understand Snoopy left the Charlie
really has no choice but to wear them all the
Brown comic and signed a $2.3 million four-year
time. However, President Carter wants to be
contract to work in "Hagar the Horrible." What
photographed only when he is wearing his false
were his reasons for leaving Charlie Brown?
teeth.
A. HE WAS TIRED of working for Peanuts.
0- DOES JIMMY Carter wear deutures?
Q. What's this 1 hear about Kermit the Frog
A. We talked to the president concerning the
not hosting the Muppet Show next season?
topic. His reply wis, "Er, uh, no, of oo a oomer.
A. Due to a serious ailment, the frog croaked.
E feef I ha a rea." President Carter was not
He will be replaced by Mr. Bill of Saturday
smiling when he answered tiie question.
Night Live.
Q.
I heard Dr. Suess was sued for
0- WHO IS the vice-president of the United
malpractice. What was the settlement, and why
States under President James Carter?
was he sued?
A. No one knows for sure.
A. DH. SUESS WAS sued by the Cat in the
Q. I'm not sure of this, but is it true Howard
Hat for incorrectly prescribing green eggs and
Cosell will host the "Tonight Show" and Johnny
ham to solve Horton's hearing problem. This
Carson will become a regular on "Saturday
hearing difficulty developed after a rock ccnctrt
Night Live"? Or is Harry Heasouer jealous
when Horton heard 'The Who.'

PLEASE!!!!
RECYCLE THIS GUARDIAN
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Road manager blazes the trail for smooth tours
By R.L. METCALF
Guard Ian Mnalc Writer

Third in a series.
"Road Manager: arranges travel,
lodging, equipment set up, boxoffice count, and anywhere to eat
anywhere at 2:00 a.m. ..." —
Charles Suber. "down beat's
Guide to Music Careers.'' down
beat Music Handbook 77.
According to Pat Morrow, a
road manager is comparable to an
advance man on an eipedition.
hacking the way through the
jungle. He is an expert on the
subject: When our interview
takes place, he has just returned
from the jungles of London,
where he arranged details of rock
group Journey's 1979 tour.
"I made arrangements with the
lighting, trucking and bus people." he states. "It really helps to
go up in front of a tour — 1 saved
us 20 to 30,000 dollars by going
over there and taking care of it in
advance."
MORE IMPORTANT, as far as
Morrow is concerned, is the
advance contact with the people
who will work on the tour.
"I hand picked the people for
the tour. I put a lot of stock in
people. They're more important
than any equipment. It's important to get the right feeling, the
right attitude on the road. 1 look
for people with the ability to
laugh at themselves and who are
positive as well as people who will
work hard."
The duties of a road manager
vary among individual bands,
explains Morrow.

material, hiring and firing, wakeup calls, travel arrangement,
checking advance ticket sales,
and "making sure everyone is
happy."
Morrow sees his job as more
than the essentials of making sure
a tour runs smoothly. He acts as a
goodwill ambassador, presenting
a positive image of Journey, a
band he is as proud of as if he
were onstage every night with
them.

"THE BEST THING about road
life is the constant change.
There's a worldly feel that comes
from extensive touring. You're
able to ste the absurdity and
beauty of everything, the simi"I FEEL extremely fortunate larities and differences in people
and gifted to be able to spread my everywhere. I've found an openview of life and my band. I really ness and love for life in people
feel they're unique, positive. who live on the road beyond
Most people don't live, they just anything I've seen in people who
survive. There's a lot of unhappy, are more settled."
bitter people. Music reaches peoThough often romanticized,
ple; what we do is influential. It's road life has its price.
a hard, mean world. We just try
"Concerts are great," says
to make it a little better."
Morrow. "It's a microcosm of all
When Morrow lists "making of the folly of life. Then all of a
sure everyone is happy" among' sudden the lights go on and it's
his duties, he means it much
more literally than most road
managers and publicists, who
apply the phrase to putting
journalists in a good mood.
"More and more." he says. "1
apply myself to paying attention
to the people I work with.
Everyone needs attention. We're
all just like little children; we all
need affection. I try to be attentive. caring and loving...Sometimes 1 have a bad day. and
they'll tell me 'you were really
awful — yelling at everyone' and
I'll say 'was 1?' I get so caught up
in the job that it's hard to see
myself. I'm just trying to be
happy and to make everyone else
happy. I believe in karma-. 1

over. lou re alone on the stage,
and it's time to pack everything
away. It's a terribly lonely life —
that's the worst thing about it.
There's a myth that there are all
sorts of wild ladies who want only
you. That's a lot of bull. I went on
for four years before I had time
for so much as a lightning affair!"
YET ANOTHER paradox of the
road comes out of this drawback,
according to Morrow.
"With the lonelin'is comes
that worldliness that I was talking
about before. People who are on
the road for any length of time
acquire an ability to forgive and
forget, and to love."
He agrees that surviving road
life is probably much more difficult for performers, possibly
because they are not kept as busy
as the road crew.
"MY BAND IS unique —

believe that how 1 treat others is
going to come back to me."

TO LEASE

24 Hour Day - Care/Nursery
age 2 months to 10 years
Extra rooms
Located across from hospital
High income profit
Centrally located between different
ethnic groups

interested individual please send letter to
P.O. BOX 155 D A Y T O N , O H I O 45401

LUHOCAHCER
• Heavy smoker over age 50.
• Started smoking age 15 or
before.
• Have a persistent ccugh.
BREAST CAHCER
• Over 40 and have close
relatives who had breast
cancer.
• Had a breast operation.
• Have a lump or nipple
discharge

they've bee.i around a long time,
and they've nil had earlier successes with other bands. It's true
tlough — artists get cored a lot
quicker. It": harder for them to
put up with the grind, and it's
rough on tile home life. There are
a '.ot of people working behind the
scenes who stay longer than the
musicians; they're always there.
Once the road gets in your blood,
you just want to stay there."
Pat Morrow obviously has it in
his blood. His goals include
staying in the music industry:
"I'd like to get into management." Among the 1971 Antioch
graduate's other dreams — "I'd
like to get married and have a kid.
I want to treat the people around
me good; I want to treat the fans
good."
Morrow sums up his ambitiot.s
best in one sentence. "I'm just
trying to be the best Pat Morrow 1
can be."

chances
cancer.

Check

MORSOW'S ATTITUDES ex
tend beyond his co-workers on the
road. He and Journey arc con00
scious of the fans' role in their
success.
"In Toledo," he relates, "there
was a bunch of goons holding
back the fans. There was a group
S«
of 13, 14, 15-year-old kids waiting
"EVERYONE TAKES a dif- at the back doors while the crew
ferent approach. Some do every- was loading out the equipment
thing; for example. REO Speedwa- after the show, and the cops were
gon's road manager Andy Green holding them off with dogs. I
even sweeps the stage after the went out and told the cops they
opening act. Some just spend the could leave, and asked the kids,
whole Jime backstage getting 'you want to meet the band?'
They went, 'WHAT?!' So I took
high."
Morrow's duties include pick- about IS kids into the dressing
ing up the box office receipts, room after the guys dried off and
writing all of the band's publicity dressed. The kids got to meet

—
—
—
—

everybody, and we gave them
each a soft drink. They were
really thrilled. Something like
that is worth so much."
Morrow spends a great deal of
his life on the road, and is aware
of its paradoxes.

CERVICAL CA5CER

• Began having sex at an
early age and with many
partners.
• Have unusual bleeding or
discharge between periods.
CAHCER OF THE
C0L0H tf RECTUM
• Have a history of polyps.
• Have blood in your stool.
• Have ulcerative colitis.

ENDOMETRIAL CAHCER
• Have abnormal bleeding during or after menopause.
• Have diabetes and high blood pressure and are
overweight.
• Began menopause late (after 55).
Cancer. It can attack anyone. But some people live with a higher
risk of developing cancer than others. However, the earlier the
diagnosis, the better the chances of cure.
Look over the list above. If you check any of the boxes,
see your doctor. Discuss with him your risks of getting cancer.
Knowing about cancer is a first step toward curing it.

%

American Cancer Society
THIS &M£i coimuwrn) rr na WHUIKJ* AS Aroiucawncs
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Girl tells dog where to go
stand when 1 ask them not to pet
By KATHY FARMER
Marie when she is in harness, but
it's very important. Being in
Guardian Special Writer
Vickie Hogler used to bump harness is the only way Marie
into things when she was walk- knows that she's working."
Once out of harness, though,
ing. Once she even spent five
days in the hospitaj after crashing Marie is hard to distinguish from
into a wall. That was before Marie any other well-loved pet. "She
loves to have her stomach
became her constant companion.
Marie, a black Labrador, be- scratched." confessed Vickie, as
came "my eyes," explained Marie obliged by rolling over on
Vickie, a WSU freshman "about her back. Marie is very afsix months ago." A trained fectionate during her off-duty
Seeing-Eye dog, Marie lives with hours, giving numerous "hugs
Vickie and her roommate in the and kisses" to Vickie's roomWSU dorm. How have things mote. Binky Foster, when she
worked out? "Just great!" said comes into the room. "1 love it!"
Vickie, who cited increased mo- said Binky. when asked how she
bility. greater confidence, and likes having Marie for a third
virtual freedom from running into roommate.
walls, doors, and other people.
Although
she
sometimes
VICKIE FEELS, however, that growls softly while in harness,
there is a need to educate people Marie is not vicious or dangerous.
about guide dogs. When Marie is Vickie explained, "She's just
in her harness, stated Vickie, afraid; it's a reaction to all the
"she's working." And, just as people, a new situation for her."
people work better undistracted, Vickie stressed that Marie would
so too does Marie. "Sitting, never hurt anyone. She explained
standing, or walking." stressed that Marie doesn't even show her
Vickie, "if Marie is in her teeth, and that she is the one who
harness, please don't pet her!"
is afraid. "People shouldn't be
Allowing a guide dog to be afraid to approach me because of
petted or played with while Marie," said Vickie.
wearing a harness is "bad poliAnother misconception people
cy" according to Vickie, because may have is that guide dogs
it breaks down Marie's training. "tell" their masters where to go.
"People sometimes misunder- This is not true. Vickie pointed

out, "Marie is not a Krypton
Superdog." Vickie and Marie
were brought together by a
trainer who save great thought to
their compatability. they work as
a team, with Marie responding tu
such commands as "left,"
"right." and "forward." She
does, however, learn commonly
traveled routes, making many
commands unnecessary. Only if
there is danger, such as a car, will
Marie disobey an order, preventing Vickie from moving forward into traffic, or other hazards.
Marie received four months of
training at the Seeing-Eye School
in Morristown, New Jersey: three
months working with a trainer
and one working with Vickie.
Vickie chose Seeing-Eye, although there are other guidedog schools, because she liked
their philosophy and their thoroughness. "They feel a blind
person is capable. I liked that
because I feel that I'm just like
everyone else — well, almost."
she laughed.
THE COST to Vickie was only
$150 for Marie and the training,
including the month Vickie spent
in Morristown. learning to work
with Marie. In addition. Vickie
can call on her trainer at any time

Vickie Hogler and Marie display mutual affection.
Guardian Photo by David Denncy
for help with Marie, at no charge.
Marie's care and feeding, however. are completely Vickie's
responsibility, but she certainly
docs not mind. "You can't ima-

miscellaneous

CLASSIFIEDS
for sale
FOR SALE: The Rise ofMod
* C h i n a by Hsu, China in
Transition 1517 - 1911 by Dun
J.S.. The Idea of History by
Oillingwood. and A History of
Historical Writing by Barnes.
Call 873-2505 during the day.
233-8881 evenings. Ask for
Miriam. 1-5
J»«N HAIR specie!*! Prcio
Perms - Si2.95 (reg. $!6.95).
S!,00 off on all hair cuts and
SI .00 off on shampoo and sets.
OjWn 8 am - 5 pm daily except
Thurs. - Fri. 8 am to 8 Dm.
We'»e the "Hair Pir. Styling
Salon" at 5932 Ar/way Rd
Just call 253-5597 for appointment or just wo!«-in. 1-5
FOR SALE: Ektelon "Beau
Mark" racquetball racquet.
Excellent condition, $25 or
BEST OFFER. Price includes
racquet ccver. Call 434-9206 or
ftave a note in Q355. 1-10

autoa
FOR SALE: '67 Dodge Charge? - 383 magnum 1 '/> yrs old
- PS. PB. AC. No rust. Mag
Wheel*. Ask for Curt 4267549. M 0
1970 RENAULT, new tires,
battery, ect., must stil. $300,
good deal. Ctll 275-4216. 1-1C

help wanted
KEYBOARD PLAYER wanted
for rock band. Must have own
equipment. Experience preferred. Contact mailbox Q49I.
1-10
MOTION PICTURE extras
needed by producer. For audition information write: The
atrical Acts. 6331 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood. California
90028. x-1-10-1

wanted
RIDES NEEDED regularly to
Chicago during winter quarter. Earliest one needed weekend of January 5, or early part
of .iext week. Regular rides
needed in quarter. Will share
espenses. Call Yellow Springs
collect - 767-9189. 1-5.
WANTED - used books for
MTH 164, 2<>5 - Elements of
Statistical Inference, 4th edition. For Bio 205 - Invertebrate
Biology lab Manual, 3rd edition. Leave a noSe in Allyn Hall
mailbox #11733. 1-10
FORMER STUDENTS who
had sociology II or 112 —
Bookstore is ia need of Cargan
& Ballantinc's blue covered
edition of Sociological Footprints. Please return for refund. 1-10

ROOMMATE needed. $53.33
plus utilities. A three bedroom
house. Can move in immediately. Call Nancv at 254-3985.
1-10
MALE ROOMMATE needed
at Bonnie Villa Apts. to move
in immediately. $60 per month
plus utilities. Call 429-1031 or
mailbox S322. 1-10
MATURE female students
needed to share large furnished home 7 minutes from
campus. Must be neat &
willing to share household
chores. No children or pets.
Call 426-6248. 1-10
TWO WSU STUDENTS to
share house in Fairborn with
third student. Rent $60 plus 'A
utilities. Call 879-2294 evenings. 1-10
MALE ROOMMATE wanted
tc share 3 bedrm. house 2
miles from WSU. Quiet, studious atmosphere. Really nice
house - furnished. Washer &
dryer. Rent $120/mo. (includes utilities). Call 878-8067
eve. or 323-8668 day - ask for
Jeff. 1-5
WANTED: Parents for two
adorable, fluffy female kittens
FREE! These kitties will soon
be blessed with kittens of their
own. So if yoa would like one
or know of somebody who
does, please call 426-9231 or
leave note in box #C219 in
Allyn Hall. 1-10

HOLA! There will be a Spanish Club meeting in Room 222
Millett at 2:10 Wednesday,
Jan. 10. Guest speaker will be
Laurie Brooks, See you all
there! 1-5
S.N.O.S. MEETING Friday.
Jan. 12 from 11-12 in 344-346
Fawcctt. There will be a
special guest speaker on the
Reye's Syndrom*. 1-10
GET READY for "Winter
Daze" — a fun-for-all winter
festival on Feb. 2 from 8-1 in
the U.C. cafeteria. (Snowdatc
of Feb. 9). Featuring the live
band "Dusty"! 1-10

gine what it's like having Marie."
Vickie said. "I just feel better
about myself, not as different
anymore."
Phi Kappa Tau. Your little
sisters think you are all something special! We're all so
glad to be a part of Phi Kappa
Tau! Thanks for letting us! Wc
love you. yourlil' Sisters!!! 1-3
PHI TAU pledges. Congrats
guys for passing your tests
with flying colors. But then we
already knev. you were all A +
material! Love ya bunchcs, Lil'
Taus. 1-3
HEY JUDE: The bruises have
healed, want to try again?
Love ya much. P.B.C.L.L. 1-4

MARY ANN Robinson, thank
you for the wonderful ideas
you have given us for the Big
Sis Hunt. We couldn't have
done it without you. Love Ya.
Phi Mu Pledges. 1-10

WEASLE & BELIN! — Welcome back! We missed having
you around, so wc shall resume stuffing your mailboxes
with all sorts of goorti-s.JZ.
1-4
ALPHA XI DELTA — Welcome back! This quarter wc
should start spending more
time in the library and less
time in Allyn. Remember only
11 weeks till Spring Break. 1-4

TO JAN1S of Phi Mu, Hi, Big
Sis. Guess who...Your Little
Sis. 1-10

TO MY MACHO man. I love
you always, love. Deb. 1-3

personals

HI JANIS, Here's your clue, I
was at the bake sale Wednesday. Love Ya, Your Little Sis.
1-10
MANY THANKS to whomever
hung my goggles on the tree. I
really appreciated Finding
them. Thanks! 1-10
SAL. We told you 22 candle?
would fit on a twinky. Have a
kinky Birthday. The Kinky Ice
Skating Group. 1-10
PHI MU BAKE SALE Wed.
Jan 10th, iO - 2 in Allyn Hall.
1-4

HEY WEBSTER ! I love you Fubar. 1-3
HONEY-POO, I love your
toutie-wouties! They're just
right for your little elf body!
S.B. 1-10
TO: Rose, Teresa, and Jessica
• Welcome to the Guardian I I
appreciate your help -Cindy.
1-10
W.D., I miss you a lot.
Christmas was great. 1 hope
spring break is even better!
Love you lots. S.W. 1-10
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Raiders dunk Marauders amidst roaring crowd
By BOB CANADY
Goardlan Stall Writer
Lou Wims, head coach of
Central State, called it bash
league officiating. According to
Wright State coach Ralph Underbill. it was a great play.
Both coaches are referring to
Steve Harting's block of Phillip
Dukes's dunk attempt in the
Raiders' 89-82 victory over the
Marauders Monday night at the
U.D. Arena.
WITH 12i42 remaining in the
second half. Central State was
clinging to a one-point lead. The
Marauders broke the Raiders'
press and found Dukes open
under the basket. It appeared
Dukes had an easy slam-dunk,
but just as he was about to release
the ball Hartings came from
nowhere to pin the ball against
the backboard.
Wims couldn't believe there
wasn't a foul called on Hartings.
and was assessed a technical foul
when he argued over the event.
Bob Schaefer then sank both free
throws to give Wright State the
lead for good. WSU brought the
ball inbounds and Jimmie Carter
put in a basket to increase the
lead to 65-62. Bob Cook also
scored a few seconds later and
just like that the Raiders had a
67-62 lead.
Wims was still angry about the
"no-call" on the dunk after the
game. "There is no way you can
block a dunk shot and not foul the
guy. That's bush league officiating. and you can print that."
HARTINGS, ALONG with Un-

derhill, thought it was a good
block. "I thought h was clean."
said Hartings with a big smile.
"I think it was a great play,"
commented Underbill. "I didn't
know what all was going on with
the technical. I just decided I'd
better sit down and cool it before 1
got one," he added.
Central State did cut the Raiders' lead to 3 points a couple of
times after that, but never managed to get any closer. "We went
into a semi-stall looking for
lay-ups late in the game." explained Underbill.
THE RAIDERS played the last
nine minutes of the game without
Jimmie Carter or Bob Schaefer
who were both on the bench with
four fouls.
"I was planning on bringing
them back in. but the unit we had
out there (Cook, Crowe, Zimmerman, Hartings. and Bragg)
was doing the job. 1 didn't want to
disturb * good thing," said
UnderhUI.
Centra! State was led by 6'4"
senior Mel"in Crafter. who went
into the game averaging 24 points
a game. Crafter hit for 28 points.
16 of them in the first half.
UNDERHILL PUT Mike Zimmerman on Crafter in the second
half and Zimmerman held Crafter
to just two field goals in that half.
"Mainly I was just trying to keep
him from getting the ball. He had
been going to his right all night so
when he did get the ball we knew
where he was going, and someone would be there to help pick
him up." explained the 6'1"
sophomore from Alter.

Schaefer, also from Alter, led
the Raiders with 20 points, despite sitting out the last nine
minutes of the game. Senior
co-captain Cook led both teams
with 7 assists.
Underbill
felt
rebounding
would be the key to the game.
However, the Raiders were outrebounded 30-25. The Raiders did
seem to get the key rebounds
down the stretch, but missed the
front end of three one and ones in
the last three minutes. However,
they were able to get the offensive rebound each time.
HASTINGS HIT on 6 of 7 free
throws, many of them coming late
in the game when the Raiders
needed them. Eddie Crowe also
hit four crucial free throws in the
last two minutes.
After the game, Wims was hot

$sam!@sm

about the no-foul call on the
Dukes dunk shot but quieted
down long enough to go over the
game with a fine-toothed comb.
"The press hurt us," said
Wims. "A couple of times we
threw the ball away against the
press and when we tried to get
the ball inside to the big guys
nothing came of it.
"WRIGHT STATE plays physical ball and this is one of the most
physical games we have faced.
We did well against their full
court press and breaking press
until the end and then we had
some breakdowns and threw the
ball away. That's when the game
got tight.
"Wright State's got a good bali
club and we've played some
pretty good teams."
Melvin Crafter, the 6'4 senior

forward who scored 28 total
points against the Raiders,
blamed the Central State lost on
"mental breakdowns."
CRAFTER DISAGREED with
Wims about the 'fright State
press, stating, "We didn't hevs
too much trouble with their press,
it was the mental breakdowns and
too many turnovers in crucial
situations.
"We had a couple of turnovers
in crucial liiuations which really
hurt us," Crafter explained.
"We're a young team and we
have to get ever this turnover
trouble."
As for Crafter's own performance against the Raiders, he
explained that he likes to shoot
outside. "If the passes come to
me out there 1 can usually make
them fall and the team knows it."
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Rudy's
Body Shop
808 S. Central
Fairborn
879-0991
Specializing in Foreign Cars and Compact American Cars

U P TO

s100
s200

PER MONTH FOR
PLASMA DONATIONS

FOR SPECIAL
ANTIBODIES

$ 5 . 0 0 Bonus tew first tim* donora with this ad

plasma alliance
Blood Alliance, !nc., IAS Helena Street, Dayton, OH 45404

GUARDIAN

is
now accepting applications!
for the following positions:
GRAPHIC ARTIST- Preferably wori
study. Must have layout, design, and typing skills.

2.65/hr.
TYPESETTERS - Must be work study.
Will train, any amount of hours may be utilized.

3.15/hr.
Apply in person at the
Daily Guardian office,
046 University Center
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Kordick wrestles his way to 100th victory
By J.F. CARROLL
Guardian Sports Editor
On the surface, the match
appeared to be like every other
Jim Kordik match, with the 126
pounder from Centerville dominant the majority of the time.
However, the atmosphere around
Kordik was expectant, an occurencc not unusual during the
wrestler's matches the last few
weeks.
Kordik was shooting for something special as he approached
the mat last Friday night. In the
two matches he would wrestle
against Central State and Hanover. one would result in his
100th career victory.
KORDIK'S FIRST match was a
successful one even though the
wrestler, who has added enough
weight over vacation to move him
from the 118 weight class to 126,
admitted the career victory he
was shooting for "made me
nervous."
Kordik pinned his first opponent, Fred Pittman from Central State University, within the
first two minutes of the match
(1:54) to taie his 100th victory
easily.
The match appeared to give
Kordik no trouble, as he dom-

inated Pittman from the start. But
Kordik said he was "defensive
usually where I am aggressive
and it took me' a while to get
going."
WITH SO MUCH pressure
building before the first match,
Kordik explained that "I made
my body relax so I could get my
composure and then mentally 1
could be intense. 1 knew 1 could
win the match if I wrestled my
best but I had to be cautious."
Kordik looked anything but
cautious against Pittman with the
pin at 1:54. However. Kordik
knew he was carrying the extra
weight and it could have slowed
him down, since, according to
Wright State wrestling coacb
Stamatis Bulgaris, "a lean horse
wins the race."
Kordik's first pin gave him
incentive and he took his next
match against Jim Cunningham
from Hanover 22-6.
AFTER HIS MATCHES were
over for the evening, Kordik had
time to think about the career
victory. While many may have
dwelt on the episode, Kordik
merely stated, "Somebody else
will do it in a couple of years."
Kordik was not the only wrestler to add a few pounds over the
holidays. Rusty Hafer went up

from competing in the 142 weight
class to 150, and Craig Miller
went from 134 to 142.
Hafer had a successful night,
taking both of his matches with
pins agains Kevin Hill of Central
State and Pat Fox of Hanover.
HAFER DOMINATED Fox during the course of the match, but
was 2-0 before pinning Kevin
Hill. He came from behind in the
Hill match to take it 3:43 into the
sequence. The pin against Fox
came at 7:08 into the sequence
after Hafer was leading 4-1.
Miller had an easy night with a
forfeit from Central State University and a pin in his match against
Jeff Faulkinberg of Hanover in
the first minute and a half of the
match. Mike Gribler, 190, had the
easiest night of any Raider with
forfeits by both Hanover and
Central State, making him 2-0 in
the series without having to sweat
a drop.
Other
memorable
performances by Raiders included Junior Zink's (177 lb) victories over
Willie Morris (Central State) and
Carl Sharp (Hanover), and David
Hart's two victories, one by
forfeit and one over Hanover 134
pounder Victor Lorinzano.
SINGLE MATCH victories
were executed by Dallas Lips-
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Jim Kordik walks away a victor after 100th career high.
Guardian Photo by J.F. Carroll
comb over Cliff McWhorter, Central State; Jim Parson. 167 pounder over Mike Harris, CSU; and
Dave Fullenkamp, 158 lbs over
Nick Condon, Hanover.
Overall the Raiders came out
winners, taking Central State 48-6
and Hanover 36-12. Hanover
tame out over Central State
30-20.
Raider Coach Bulgaris was
"glad we won," but suggested
the team "didn't look good since
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we were sluggish. We have to
look better in the future if we
want to do well."
"I don't think the team performance was good because they
whould rave dominated this
event. We had a lot of wrestlers at
an upper weight class but hopefully they should be down by
Tuesday. However, we won't
rush them because it can be
harmful if you take too much
weight off too soon."

wsu

Betty's Pizza
4766 Airway Rd.
254-1749

featuring whole wheat pizza crust !

UP TO $800
CASH REBATE

88.5 FM

Pollution F r e e Line-up
MOTHER EARTH NEWS
* ZODIAC NEWS
* LAND OF A THOUSAND
* MUSIC HELVETICA
* POLLUTION FREE FUNNIES
* THURSDAY NIGHT EXPOSURE

ON ALL REMAINING

1978 DATSUNS
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UP TO $800 C ,SH REBATE, DEPEND ON MODEL

EXTRA DOWN PAYMENT!

flutoftausUnc.
-1550 KAUFFMAN AVE. 8 7 8 " 7 3 2 2

FAIRBORN, OHIO

* RECORD REVIEW
* OHIO OUTDOOR NOTEBOOK
* COMMERCIAL-FREE MUSIC
* RAIDER BASKETBALL
I* CAMPUS ROAD <S PARKING
CONDITION INFO
7-midnight S u n - t h u r

Fri-Sal

